ABOUT THE BOOK
Hijacked! volume 4, The Recovery, specifies—with brutal honesty—a doable strategy that will bring
America back from the edge of the precipice of destruction. The frightening state of affairs that currently
exist in America were caused by the unrelenting errant idealistic efforts of leftists and progressives to
hijack Dr. King’s dream and their refusal to consult biblical wisdom and historical evidence. These
ruthless forces caused a nightmare in America beyond the wildest imaginations of many.
Such a decline is heartbreaking when you consider that fifty-seven years ago Dr. King’s Dream clearly
defined the goals that must be achieved and the methods that must be employed to fix what is wrong with
America. However, Hijacked! volume 4, The Recovery, is a treatise that presents a soundly reasoned,
biblically based extraordinary strategy for spiritual revival and reformation of the government for these
extremely challenging times. If executed, this strategy will prepare the hearts of a significant majority of
Americans to make Dr. King’s dream a reality.
The urgency of the matter requires that Dr. King’s dream becomes a reality in America—soon! God gave
Dr. King a dream that contained a plan to fix what is wrong with America. However, nobody has the
desire to admit that the problem is that no one in America, not even the church, has been following the
principles of Dr. King’s dream.
This final volume presents an exposition of some vital things that all Americans must do to recover from
the nightmare and maintain Dr. King’s dream and America’s status as an exceptional nation.
For the full dissection of Dr. King’s dream and how our failure to adhere to its principles has led to a
nightmare, explore the other volumes in Hijacked!: How Dr. King’s Dream Became a Nightmare.
Previous volumes in this series focus on the dream, the hijack itself, and the nightmare.
In the process of developing an effectual strategy for the recovery from the extreme times in which we are
living, Hijacked! volume 4, The Recovery, explores how and why the church has been absent as the
watchman on the wall. It explores what the church must do to regain her ability to be an effective
watchman for the nation and lead America in the recovery process. Hijacked! volume 4, The Recovery,
also thoroughly delineates the special function that the Black church must effectively perform in order for
the recovery of America to be successful and Dr. King’s dream a reality.
Has the church become good for nothing but to be trampled under the feet of the worldly culture that we
live in? Has the church become so earthly or worldly minded that it is no longer any heavenly good? Has
the light of the church become so dim that it provides little or no light that is effective for guidance
through the issues of life for the world to follow? Is the heart of the church in it anymore? Does the body
of Christ have the right kind of stuff anymore? Does it have the fortitude and willingness that it takes to
revive itself so that it can qualify itself to take the lead role to institute and sustain a nationwide revival
and the reformation of the government and other institutions of our society—King Jehoshaphat style?
Does the church have what it takes to prepare the way for dream methods to be employed to achieve
dream goals, or are we stuck in the nightmare, just waiting for America’s expiration date to occur?
Questions? Questions? Questions that need to be seriously considered and answered.
We must walk by faith and not by sight until what God has promised us becomes a reality. The virtual
destruction of both Dr. King’s dream and the American dream will occur, for sure and for certain, if the
Black church and the White church—if the church itself—doesn’t recover from the hijack of Dr. King’s
dream.
You see, we have all played a part in turning Dr. King’s dream into a nightmare, either by the sin of
omission or commission, due to a lack of discernment and permitting the infiltration of humanistic and
worldly ideologies and philosophies into the congregations of the body of Christ.

The author finished his exposition of the effectual recovery strategy that must be executed in these
extreme times with a warning concerning the undeniable fact that history dictates that every great nation
has an expiration date and America is no exception. The warning emphasizes that there are many
formidable political and ideological forces at work in America working against her. The leftist and
progressive political, ideological, and spiritual forces are today—both intentionally and unintentionally—
working at an accelerated rate to make America’s imminent expiration date, as an exceptional nation, a
reality sooner rather than later.

